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China and Technology 

 
China manages it's need in terms of continued economic growth in two ways:  to 
benefit from global free trade and to secure technology thus enabling the move into 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution. China’s capacity for indigenous innovation - 
technologies invented in China - lags behind that of the US and Europe. Because of 
this it needs to get access to technology abroad. Foreign companies import a lot of 
technology into China, but China wants more. China wants other countries to remain 
open to these investments and refrain from protectionism. This has been possible for 
many years now. But many countries are not willing to give China a completely free 
hand here.   
 
From Hands-off Investments 
As China acquires Western companies and technology, it gains access to our research 
& development, know-how, talent and corporate networks.  It also gives Chinese 
companies and/or investors the chance to become part of the integrated supply 
chains of Western companies, making these companies more dependent on Chinese 
businesses.  Many of us fear that over time we will have incorporated too much 
Chinese high tech in our smart communications networks, smart cities, smart factories 
and smart logistics centers, including 5G. An example make it clear where these 
concerns come from.  
 
A lot of Industry 4.0 technologies work with microchips, which are increasingly central 
to everything from mobiles and medical devices to self-driving cars. So-called micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) are embedded in these chips. In 2015 private 
Chinese company NavTech bought Swedish firm Silex Microsystems because of the 
MEMS-knowhow of the company. NavTech’s purchase was backed by Chinese state 
funds.By 2017, MEMS manufacturing had become NavTech’s fastest-growing source of 
revenue. NavTech’s trajectory gives insights into how Chinese industrial policy picks 
winners and then cultivates them through selective access to business opportunities 
and technology assets. And, in the process, China becomes a world-class producer of 
microchips.  
 
Another example of anxiety about Chinese takeovers of Western tech companies is 
the 2016 deal between Chinese home appliance maker Midea and Kuka, a German 
Industry 4.0 darling. Midea bought Kuka for $5.3 billion.  Immediately after the deal 
was signed, Kuka’s new owners were at pains to point out that they did not want to 
cut jobs at the company’s Augsburg base, and that they would be hands-off in their 
management approach. But Kuka CEO Till Reuter’s announcement that he would 
step down in 2018, several years earlier than expected, showed that big changes are 
afoot in this high-tech manufacturer of robots and other Industry 4.0 technologies. 
According to a report in the Financial Times, Till Reuter has come into conflict with 
Andy Gu, Chairman of the Midea supervisory board, over Kuka’s strategy in China. It is 
entirely understandable that the take-over of Kuka raised some eyebrows: why would 
Germany give up a company so key for Germany to become a global innovation 
house? 
 
In early September 2017 Germany, France and Italy generated some urgency within 
the EU to change the rules around foreign direct investment. This pressure forced the 
European Union to take the decision in September 2017 to establish a new 
mechanism for screening, supervising and potentially rejecting foreign investment on 
the grounds of national security.  However, internal debate slowed down the initiative 
and reduced its scope and reach.  
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Finally, in 2019, the long-awaited new EU framework saw the light of day. It allows for 
screening of proposed company take-overs in cases of security and public order 
concerns related to energy, transport, AI, finance, water supply, healthcare, and the 
media. It will also offer advice on how to handle proposed acquisitions that concern 
multiple member states or that affect the interests of the EU as a whole. In the latter 
case, member states are required to justify their decision if they do not follow the 
advice. The framework is simple and limited:  greenfield investments, venture capital 
and other portfolio investments do not come under the new foreign investment 
regulations. Each EU member state will submit an annual report summarising foreign 
investment activities in their country.  Will these new rules impact Chinese investors? 
Yes, the effects are already beginning to show, and Germany is leading by example. 
 
To Hands-on Intervention 
The news that German company 50Hertz is discussing selling a 20 percent stake to 
China’s State Grid, the largest electricity company in the world, triggered an unusual 
reaction from the German government.  Boris Schucht, CEO of 50 Hertz, initially 
welcomed the Chinese investment as it would make the German electricity grid fit for 
renewable energy faster. Then the government stepped in. “On national security 
grounds, the federal government has a major interest in protecting critical energy 
infrastructure,” said the finance and economy ministries in a joint statement, and 
German state bank KfW took a 20% stake in 50Hertz, leaving China State Grid with 
nothing. 50Hertz changed tack in their statements. Welcoming the government’s 
move, 50Hertz said it showed how “fundamentally important the transmission 
network is as part of the critical infrastructure of our country.” The government said 
the measure was temporary and that it intended to sell on the shares in the future.  
 
And another action was soon to follow. In 2019, the German government announced 
that it would block the planned take-over by Yantai Taihai Corporation of Leifeld Metal 
Spinning, a machine tool manufacturer. The Chinese company then withdrew its 
proposed investment. Berlin acknowledged, however, that blocking a take-over is an 
exception.  
 
One of the things which makes more European control over foreign investments 
challenging is that any government which blocks foreign investment restricts the 
powers of company shareholders to take their own decision of who to sell (a part of) 
their company to. This touches on the basic freedoms of Europe’s market economy. 
After the 50 Hertz case the German government promised to work with the private 
sector when buying company stakes to foil unwelcome take-overs.  
 
One thing is clear. Germany will act decisively to defend its national interests. And 
Germany is not just taking defensive measures, the German government has also 
embarked on a proactive new approach to becoming a leading innovation power. 
 
China’s technological advances have got Germany worried. Germany does not want 
itself or the EU to fall behind. Germany’s Industry 4.0 initiative now has a sequel: The 
National Industrial Strategy 2030, a set of guidelines for Germany and Europe with the 
aim of making them global leaders in innovation, including Artificial Intelligence. It 
reads very much like China’s ambition, expressed in the China Dream, to become the 
leading innovative country in the world by 2035.  
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A new role for the State 
The most remarkable change in Germany’s innovation strategy lies in the role of the 
state. This change is carefully worded in the official document so as not to alienate 
other free market economies and the EU. It starts out with a bit of history on the role of 
the state in Germany by saying: “our state has directly assumed responsibility for the 
creation and maintenance of prosperity since the times of Ludwig Erhard.” Ludwig 
Erhard was a member of the Freiburg School which believed in the ‘Soziale 
Marktwirtschaft’ - the social market economy. His approach to prosperity for all 
incorporated a far-reaching political pledge to all citizens across all sectors of society. 
Sound familiar? It echoes the ambition of China’s leadership for prosperity for the 
Chinese people - another element in China’s Dream.  As a German cabinet minister, 
Ludwig Erhard was responsible for the rapid rise of Germany after the second World 
War. In less than 20 years Germany experienced a Wirtschaftswunder - an economic 
miracle - Germany rapidly became the second largest exporter in the world. 
Germany’s economic rise was envied by much of the world. See the parallel? 
In the 2030 strategy, the German government argues that sometimes business 
decisions may not be in the interest of a country and in these cases government 
intervention is justified. “If the market forces within a country’s economy cannot 
maintain its innovative strength and competitiveness then it is the responsibility and 
the task of the state to step in.”  
 
You may want to read the above paragraph again as it expresses a new role for the 
state in Germany. This new state role comes closer to Chinese state capitalism than 
ever before. Admittedly, the scope of state intervention envisaged by Germany is far 
more limited than in China, but still. Germany seeks what it calls economic sovereignty 
for the state, freeing it up to implement defensive and proactive industrial policies.  
The key industries that Germany’s National Industrial Strategy 2030 wants to protect 
and advance towards the 21st century tech frontier are similar to China’s target 
industries: steel, copper, aluminium, chemicals, mechanical engineering, plant 
construction, automotive, the optical industry, medical devices, GreenTech, 
armaments, aerospace and 3D-printing.  
 
Conclusion 
Germany no doubt will aim to get the EU behind its National Industrial Strategy 2030. 
We, at The China Agenda believe Germany is in the right direction however should be 
careful not to move towards blatant protectionism.  
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